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Joan Winearls Fonds
Biographical sketch
Daphne Joan Winearls was born in Toronto in 1937 and received a BA (hons) in modern
history from the University of Toronto in 1959, a BLS from the School of Library Science in 1960
and a MLS in 1974. She retired in 1998. During this period she developed research interests in the
history and bibliography of maps and is now recognized as one of the foremost map librarians in
Canada.
Following her graduation from Library School in 1960, Ms Winearls served as a librarian at
the Metropolitan Bibliographic Centre of the Toronto Public Library System for two years. She
then spent two years as reference librarian and cataloguer at the India Office Library in the
Commonwealth Relations Office in London.
In 1964 she was hired as map librarian in the Department of Geography at the University of
Toronto, with the responsibility of establishing and developing a map library for the Department
and the University community as a whole. With the consolidation of library facilities on campus and
the opening of the Robarts Library in the summer of 1974, the map library became part of the
University of Toronto Library system and was relocated in the new building. In 1980 she was
appointed Librarian IV and continued to head the Map Library until her retirement in 1998.
After retirement, she has continued to research and write.
In addition to her other responsibilities, Ms Winearls accepted the position of associated
instructor in the Faculty of Library Science in 1970. She taught the first regular course in map
librarianship in Canada, a course that continued until 1981. Other activities of an academic nature
have included a ten-lecture course, "Maps through the Ages", given at the School of Continuing
Studies in the winter term, 1977; a workshop, "AACR2 cataloguing for maps", for the School of
Graduate Studies and FLS in 1977-78; periodic seminars on the use of maps in historical geography
and the history of cartography, and invited lectures. From 1992 to 1996 she was a member of the
Committee for the Conference on Editorial Problems, and from 1994 until her retirement she was
co-organizer of the Digital May Data Users Group which undertook initiatives on the acquisition of
digital map files and software at the University of Toronto.
Ms Winearls was a founding member, in 1967, of the Association of Canadian Map Libraries
(ACML), later serving as its president, review editor of its Bulletin, an organizer of two of its
conferences and, since 1984, as a member and chair of its Canadian Committee on Bibliographic
Control of cartographic materials. From 1974-1977 she was a member of the Ontario Board of
Geographic Names and from 1976 to 1980 chaired the Ontario Council of University Libraries Map
Group. Other professional activities have included being a member of the Anglo-American
Cataloguing Committee for Cartographic Materials (1979-82). In 1984 she was elected chair of the
Canadian Committee on Bibliographic Control of cartographic materials of the ACML and from
1994 to 1998 chaired the Bibliographic Control Committee of the Association of Canadian Map
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Joan Winearls Fonds
Biographical sketch
Libraries and Archives (ACMLA). She organized the 29th Conference on Editorial Problems at the
University of Toronto (1993), on the topic of `Editing early and historical atlases'. In 1995 she
became a member of the Bibliographic Society of Canada and in 1996 chair of its Tremaine Medal
Committee. She has been a member of the Canadian Cartographic Association since its founding in
1975 and has organized meetings of its History of Geography Interest Group. She has attended
several International Conferences for the History of Cartography and in 1985 established an ad hoc
working group on cartobibliography.
Over the years Ms Winearls has received several grants to further her research and writing. The
Ontario Historical Studies Series provided a grant from 1971 to 1974 for work on the bibliography
of manuscript and printed maps of Upper Canada, 1780-1867. She subsequently received a year’s
research leave for further work on the bibliography and a Canada Council grant for the final
collecting phase. In 1984-1985 and 1988-1989 she took a year-and-a-half of research leaves and
received SSHRCC grants for editing Maps of Upper Canada, aided by grants from the Ontario
Heritage Foundation and the McLean Foundation. In 1990 she received a final SSHRCC grant for
publishing Maps of Upper Canada, aided by grants from the Jackman Foundation and the Ontario
Heritage Foundation.
Several honours have been bestowed on Ms Winearls for her work. The first was the 1984 Toronto
Historical Board Award of Merit for her preparation, with Isobel Ganton, of an exhibition,
‘Mapping Toronto’s first century, 1787-1884’, for the city’s sesquicentennial, at the Canadiana
Gallery of the Royal Ontario Museum (January-March 1984). In 1988 she was awarded the
Librarians’ Association University of Toronto Award of Merit and in the following year the Faculty
of Library and Information Studies Distinguished Graduate Award. In 1993 she was the recipient of
the 14th Tremaine medal for bibliography form the Bibliographical Society of Canada.
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Joan Winearls Fonds
Scope and content
Records; textual; graphic, cartographic, 1957-2010, 11.00 m.
259 MB (345 digital files)
Records of Joan Winearls, map librarian at the University of Toronto, consisting of
correspondence, course and lecture notes, addresses, diaries, articles, research files for and drafts of
the manuscript of Mapping Upper Canada, 1780-1867, and photographs. There are also conference
files, relating in particular to the Canadian Cartographic Association, the International Cartographic
Association, and the Conference on Editorial Problems 1993 conference in Toronto, ‘Editing Early
and Historical Atlases’. There are also exhibition files associated with this conference and with
‘Mapping Toronto’s first century’, a 1984 exhibition mounted as part of the 200th anniversary
celebrations of the City of Toronto.
Accessions B1996-0021, B1998-0013, B2007-0015, B2016-0009
Access: Restricted. All records are open except for B2016-0009/004 which is restricted until 2026.
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Joan Winearls Fonds
Series 1: Biographical and personal
Textual, graphic, 1957-2007, 0.15 m.
This series contains files with Joan Winearls' curriculum vitae and other information on
professional activities, followed by several files of professional correspondence, including
commentary on specific manuscripts. There are also files on her employment at the University of
Toronto and her applications for research leave, on the Historical Atlas of Canada project, and relating
to her consultative position with the Legislative Library of Ontario in 1983. The series concludes
with several files on honours and awards bestowed on her.
B1996-0021

B2007-0015

/001

/001

(01)

(01)
(02) – (04)
(05) – (06)

B1996-0021

B1998-0013

/001

(02) – (05)
(06)

/001 (01)
/001P (01)

B2007-0015

/001

B2007-0015

/002 (01)
/001P (01)

B2016-0009

/001
/005

(03)

(01)-(02)

Curriculum vitae and reports to Chief
Librarian, University of Toronto and
professional bulletins

1983-1994

Curriculum vitae
Professional correspondence and commentary
on papers by Brian Harley and Robert M.
MacKintosh
Employment and research leave, University of
Toronto

1975-1997

Historical Atlas of Canada project
Consultative position, Legislative Library,
Toronto, 1983

1975-1989

Honours and awards
A photoprint of Anne Schabas, Dean of the
Faculty of Library and Information Science,
presenting a Distinguished Graduate Award to
Joan Winearls in May, 1989 as a part of the
sixtieth anniversary celebrations of the Faculty
[removed to 001P(01)]
Honours and awards

1989-1992

Honours and awards (oversized)
Photo of Joan Winearls receiving Toronto
Historical Board Award of Merit
Awards and Grants
Diplomas and Award and two composites of
Alpha Gamma Delta Sorority, 1956-57, 1959

1975-2002
1966-1998

1978-1983

1988

1985
1992-2007
1959-2006
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Joan Winearls Fonds
Series 2: Education: Course notes
Textual, 1963-1985, 0.11 m.
This series consists of files on courses taken by Ms Winearls while a student (part-time) in
the Master of Library Science program at the University of Toronto between 1969 and 1974. Most
were half courses, some taken during the summer and one, "Historical cartography", from Professor
Richard Ruggles at Queen's University in the spring of 1972. The courses included "Research
collections in Canadiana", “Information resources and library collections”, “Contemporary
publishing”, “Research methods”, “Rare books and manuscripts”, and "History of books and
printing". A decade later she also audited a course on “analytical and historical bibliography”.
The files contain correspondence, course outlines and bibliographies, course notes, and term
papers. The arrangement is by course. The series ends with two files on map librarianship,
including one from the 1960s on the computer cataloguing of maps.
B1996-0021 /001

(07) – (10)

1969-1973

B1998-0013 /001

(02) – (11)

1963-1985

Series 3: Lecture notes
Textual, graphic, 1964-2010, 0.52 m.
162 MB (90 digital files)
This series consists of correspondence, lecture notes, bibliographic materials, and course
outlines for courses and notes for special lectures given by Ms Winearls in the Faculty of Library
Science and the School of Continuing Studies at the University of Toronto between 1970 and 1982;
a workshop for the Central Ontario Regional Library System at Whitby, in November, 1981; and a
session on cartographic records for the Public Archives of Canada archival course in 1984.
Ms Winearls occasionally presented a sessional lecture for the MLS course, "Research
collections in Canadiana", for which a representative file exists. Most of the files in this series,
however, relate to two courses. The more important of these was "Map librarianship", the first of
its kind offered in Canada. Ms Winearls began teaching it in 1970 and it was last offered in the fall
term of the 1981-1982 academic year. While there are several files of background material on such
topics as the computer cataloguing of maps, map classification, and map card styles, most of the files
contain lecture notes, bibliographic materials and course outlines, with the occasional list of students
included. The arrangement of the files for the course on map librarianship is by academic year. The
records are in B1996-0021, boxes 001 and 002.
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Joan Winearls Fonds
Series 3: Lecture notes (continued)
The other principal course documented here (B1998-0013/001) is “Maps through the ages”,
a popular series of ten lectures offered through the School of Continuing Studies at the University
of Toronto in 1976-1977 and 1977-1978. Included are background material and lecture notes for
the whole course, with covering correspondence. “An introduction to carto-bibliography”, a course
proposed for SCS in 1979 by Coolie Verner, did not raise sufficient interest and was abandoned
(see B1998-0013/002(01)).
Four files of special lectures on aspects of cartography that Ms Winearls gave in the Faculty
between 1969 and 1973 are filed immediately after those on map librarianship in B1996-0021/002.
There are also files (in B98-0013/002(03) – (04)) for lectures she gave on cartobibilography in Pat
Fleming’s descriptive bibliography course in the spring of 1977, and for a seminar on cartobibliography that she gave in 1991.
Ms Winearls also gave a number of lectures and conducted workshops outside of the Faculty
of Library Science that are documented in this series. In 1981, she developed a two-day workshop
on the AACR2 cataloguing of maps from the popular 10-lecture course on maps she had given at
the School of Continuing Studies in 1977. In November of the same year she gave another
workshop on maps and atlases in Whitby for the Central Ontario Regional Library System. In
September, 1984 she presented a session on cartographic records to the course on archives run by
the Public Archives of Canada. The files contain correspondence, presentation notes, background
material, and questionnaires. All of these files are in B1996-0021, boxes 002 and 003.
B1996-0021

B1998-0013

/001 (11) – (19)
/001P (02)

/002
/003

(01) – (09)
(01)

/001
/002

(12) – (24)
(01) – (02)

B2016-0009

/001P (03)
/001 (03)

B2016-0009

/001

(04)

Lecture notes for courses on map librarianship
Slides associated with the lecture notes for the
1973-1974 course on map librarianship (FLS
2285X). [Removed from B19960021/002(01)]
Lecture notes, courses FLS 2285X and F
Proposed carto-bibliographic course by Coolie
Verner
School of Continuing Studies course SCS4055
Proposed course on carto-bibliography by
Coolie Verner
Slides on the Map Library, February, 1975
Lectures and Course Materials for INF 2162 –
Rare Book Manuscripts, Maps and
Cartobibliography – also includes power point
lecture and digital illustrations
Lectures and Course Materials for FIS 2159H
– Analytical and Historical Bibliography

1964-1978
1973-1974
1974-1982
1977-1984
1977-1979
1977-1979
1975
2010

1987-2005
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Joan Winearls Fonds
Series 4: Conferences and exhibitions
Textual, graphic, 1972-2003, 0.82 m.
This series documents the conferences on map librarianship in which Ms Winearls
participated, exhibitions she prepared, and publications arising from them. It begins with several
files containing correspondence and research notes on cartography and the early lithography of
maps in Canada that Ms Winearls compiled between 1973 and 1998, and many of her applications to
attend the conferences. Then follow the conferences and exhibits, the arrangement for which is
generally alphabetical, beginning with the Association of Canadian Map Librarians 1993 workshop
on the cataloguing rare maps.
Next is a file on the formative years (1975-1978) of the Canadian Cartographic Association
and its History of Cartography Interest Group. This group drew on the formation three years earlier
of a working group on the history of cartography within the International Cartographic Association.
Ms Winearls was the co-ordinator of the cartobibliography section of the ICA, which organized the
11th International Conference on the History of Cartography in Ottawa in 1985. The files on this
conference contain correspondence, notes, programs, and the papers presented by some of the
participants. Also included are files on the Working Group on Cartobibliography’s proposal to
publish as a manual Coolie Verner’s manuscript on carto-bibliography. There also files on the
ICHC conferences in 1987, 1989, and 1991. This part of the series ends with a file from 1992 for a
project on cataloguing maps. All of these files are in B1998-0012, boxes 012 and 013, files 01-04.
In 1984, in conjunction with the sesquicentennial celebrations of the City of Toronto, Ms
Winearls was invited to be a guest curator for an exhibit at the Canadiana Gallery of the Royal
Ontario Museum, “Mapping Toronto’s first century, 1787-1884.” The files [B1998-0013/013(05) –
(13), /014(01) – (02)], trace the development of the exhibition and include drafts of the catalogue
and photographs. There is also a diary [B1996-0021/003(05)] that she kept while planning the
exhibition.
Ms Winearls began attending meeting of the Conference on Editorial Problems in 1991 as
convenor of its 29th annual conference in 1993 that coincided with the publication of The Historical
Atlas of Canada. The title of the conference was “Editing early and historical atlases”. In
conjunction with the conference she mounted an exhibition, “The atlas as a book”, in the Thomas
Fisher Rare Book Library. She also edited a volume of selected conference papers that was
published by the University of Toronto Press in 1995. Most of the files are in B1998-0013 but
there is one in B2007-0015.
Finally, Ms Winearls curated an exhibit in the Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library called “Art on the
Wing” in 1999. Records includes notes on cases, drafts and final copy of the catalogue as well her
lecture.
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Joan Winearls Fonds
Series 4: Conferences and exhibitions (continued)
The Conference files contain minutes, correspondence, grant applications, editing notes,
drafts of the papers published, and reviews. The exhibition files contain background notes, research
files for each exhibition case, collations, and drafts of the catalogue.
Items

Removed from

To

Oversized material

B1998-0013/012(10)

B1998-0013/011(09)

Oversized material

B1998-0013/013(05)

B1998-0013/011(10)

Photoprints

B1998-0013/012(12)

B1998-0013/001P(05)

Photoprints relating to the exhibition,
‘Toronto’s first century’

B1998-0013/014(02)

B1998-0013/001P(06)

B1998-0013/014(05)

B1998-0013/001P(07)
– (11) and (14)

Photoprints and photonegatives relating to
“Editing Early and Historical Atlases”

B1993-0013 /012

(01) – (02)
(03) – (09)

Correspondence and research notes on
cartography
Research notes on early lithography of maps in
Canada

1976-1998

B2007-0015 /001

(08)

Applications to attend conferences

1982-1997

B1993-0013 /012

(10)

B1998-0013 /011

(09)

Association of Canadian Map Librarians. Rare
Map cataloguing workshop
Maps removed from B1998-0013/012(10)

1993
1993

B1998-0013 /012

(11)
(12)

B1998-0013 /001P (05)

Canadian Cartographic Association. History of
Cartography Interest Group
International Cartographic Association.
Working group on the history of cartography
International Cartographic Association…
Photographs removed from /012(12)

1975-1978
1972-1977
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Joan Winearls Fonds
Series 4: Conferences and exhibitions (continued)
B1998-0013 /012

(13) – (16)

International Conference on the History of
Cartography (11th : 1985 : Ottawa)

B1998-0013 /013

(01) – (03)

International Conference on the History of
Cartography (12th – 14th : 1987-1991)
Report on the cataloguing of early Canadian
maps
“Mapping Toronto’s first century, 1787-1884”
(exhibition)
Oversized material removed from /013(05)

1987-1991

“Mapping Toronto’s first century, 1787-1884”
(exhibition)
Conference on Editorial Problems: Editing
early and historical atlases (29th : 1993 :
Toronto)
Photographs removed from /014(02)

1983-1996

(04)
B1996-0021 /003

(05) – (13)

B1998-0013 /011

(10)

B1998-0013 /014

(01) – (02)

B1998-0013 /014

(03) – (10)

B1998-0013 /001P (06)

1984-1986

1992
1982-1984

1991-1996

B1998-0013 /001P (07) – (11), Conference on Editorial Problems… Photos
(14)
removed from /014(05)
B2007-0015 /001
B1998-0013 /014

(09)
(11)

Conference on Editorial Problems
‘The atlas as a book” (exhibition, 1993)

1993-1996

B1998-0013 /015 (01) – (17) “The atlas as a book” (exhibition, 1993)
B1998-0013 /001P (13) + (15) Photoprints removed from /015(03);
(12)
Photoprints removed from /015(04)

1993-1995

B2016-0009 /001

1998-2003

(07)-(21)

“Art on the Wing” exhibition material
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Joan Winearls Fonds
Series 5: Research files – Mapping Upper Canada, 1780-1867
Textual, graphic, cartographic, 1972-1996, 5.57 m.
About 1970 Joan Winearls began the planning of her massive project of compiling a detailed
bibliography of maps in Upper Canada prior to Confederation, which was to result in Mapping Upper
Canada, 1780-1867, published by the University of Toronto Press in 1991. As originally envisaged,
the bibliography would have extended to 1900 but it had to be cut back, though some research was
done on the post-1867 period.
A grant from the Ontario Historical Studies Series enabled her to undertake background
research in Ontario repositories between 1971 and 1974. In 1975, during a one-year research leave
and supported by a Canada Council grant, she collected data from repositories across Ontario and
England. In 1988 she hired two research assistants and another person for data entry.
This series contains, in accession B1996-0021, a diary covering the project (1972-1984), a file
of correspondence and notes regarding maps and plans in land registry offices (1976-1978), two files
of original research material, and several boxes of index cards. The first file of original research
material is "A catalogue of maps and plans of date prior to 1867 in possession of the Government
of Ontario at Toronto" and a "List prepared by D.L.S. and O.L.S. Biggar for the Dominion
Government from a search made by him of all plans in the Ontario Government...in or about the
year 1890," annotated by and with an index compiled by Joan Winearls. The second file
contains information on registration plans of townships in Upper Canada/Canada West. It forms
an index to the plans held in registry offices across the province of Ontario. The diary and
correspondence files are in the first few files of B1996-0021, box 003, while the research material is
contained in files 01 and 02 of box 004.
The index cards contain entries from which the sections of the book were compiled. As not
all the information was used, these cards remain a resource for researchers seeking more specialized
information than the author was able to incorporate into her book. Someone interested in the
University of Toronto lands, for example, may find this series a useful complement to the published
work.
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Joan Winearls Fonds
Series 5: Research files – Mapping Upper Canada, 1780-1867 (continued)
The index cards for the sections of the book are filed as follows:
B1996-0021

/005

Part I, ‘General’, covering maps of Upper Canada for the years 1782 to
1867. Arrangement is chronological.

/006

Part II, ‘Regional’, arranged by region. Arrangement is chronological
within each region. ‘Central’, `East’, and ‘Huron-Ottawa’

/007

Part II, ‘Regional’. `Niagara', ‘North’, ‘South’ and ‘West’

/008

Part III, ‘Towns and Cities’. Arrangement of the cards is alphabetically by
settlement and chronologically within each. ‘Aberfoyle’ to ‘Nottawa’

/009

Part III, ‘Towns and Cities’. `Oakville' to ‘Wyoming’

These cards are followed by two boxes of entries about the registration plans, filed
alphabetically by name of settlement (‘Aberfoyle – Zurich’). They correspond to Appendix B,
‘Registered subdivisions’. There are also cards and notes relating to appendices D, ‘International
boundary surveys’, and E, ‘Towns of Upper Canada, arranged by county’.
Box 013A contains cards for pre-1780 maps and for maps rejected for inclusion in Mapping
Upper Canada. There are also two sets of cards marked "not used", in box 014. The first set
contains data from registration cards, and the second entries for published sources (books and
articles). In addition, there are cards on township and crown land surveys (arranged by date (17871867), and town plot surveys, arranged alphabetically. These are followed by a set of cards of
addresses of sources for the book.
Finally, there is a box of cards on post-1867 maps, of parts thereof, in the Archives of
Ontario that were collected by Winearls in 1970. The information on these cards was used for
comparative cataloguing purposes after the project termination date was finally set at 1867.
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Joan Winearls Fonds
Series 5: Research files – Mapping Upper Canada, 1780-1867 (continued)
The cards described in the above three paragraphs are files as follows:
B1996-0021 /010

‘Aberfoyle’ to ‘London’

/011

‘Long Island’ to ‘Toronto’

/012

‘Trafalgar’ to ‘Zurich’; Appendix E; cards not used; sources not used

B1996-0021 /013

Appendix D

/013A Pre-1780 maps; Murray map; maps rejected for use in Mapping Upper
Canada
/014

Township surveys; other surveys; town plot surveys;
Address catalogues for sources for Mapping Upper Canada

/015

Cards for post-1867 maps in the Archives of Ontario

The records in B1998-0013 begin with several correspondence files on research leave and
archival sources, and work done (box 002, files 14-18). These are followed by extensive files on
Canadian, American and British archival sources, which contain correspondence, notes, and
bibliographic references (box 003, files 19 to box 005, file 11). The last few files in this section with
specific topics – printing, railways, roads and canals, and watermarks. Some of the material relates
to research continued after the book was published.
The remainder of the records in this series (from B1998-0013) comprises the research files
for sections of the book – General, Central, East, Huron-Ottawa, Niagara, South, and West, for the
bibliography, and for the townships and regions (filed alphabetically A-W).
These files contain correspondence, notes, and photographic reproductions of and
annotated photocopies of maps. The maps, many from repositories in the United Kingdom and the
United States, form a valuable resource of researchers interested in 19th century Ontario. Not all
maps have been retained. These include copies that have deteriorated and maps of townships,
towns, and villages reproduced from the 19th century Ontario county atlases. There is also an
annotated copy of Gentilcore & Donkin Land surveys of Southern Ontario re parts of townships
surveyed as recorded in the Field Notes – for Appendix A: Township Plans. Oversized maps and
other material have been removed from certain folders and filed separately.
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Joan Winearls Fonds
Series 5: Research files – Mapping Upper Canada, 1780-1867 (continued)
The textual records, photographs, and maps are filed as follows:
B1998-0013 /005

(06)
(12) – (19)

‘Miscellaneous sources’. Oversized material moved to
/009(01)
Sections ‘General’ to ‘Niagara’

/006

(01) – (03)
(04) – (05)
(06) – (11)

Sections ‘North’ – ‘West’
Bibliographies and catalogues
Townships and regions - Notes, Adlophustown – Hamilton

/007
B1998-0013 /007
/011

(01) – (09)
(10) and
(05)

Townships and regions, London – York township

/007

(12)
(13)

Appendix C, ‘Nautical charts’
Appendix D, ‘Boundary surveys’

B2007-0015 /001

(10)

Gentilcore & Donkin, Land surveys of Southern Ontario

Appendix A, `Township surveys’

Oversized general maps of Upper Canada/Canada West from series numbered by Ms Winearls are
filed as follows:
B1998-0013 /009

(02)
(03)
(04)
(05)
(06)
(07)

3 unnumbered maps, maps #3-13
Maps #15-17, 19-23, 24a-e, 25a&b
Maps #26a&b, 27, 28a&b, 29, and 30a-d
Maps #32, 37, 38a-h, and 41
Maps # 33, 34, 36, 37a-c and two unnumbered maps (1848 and
1860)
Maps #97, 101.01-05, 102, 103, 104, 105.01&02, 106.01&02 and a
unnumbered map (Sir George Murray Papers, National Library of
Scotland)
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Joan Winearls Fonds
Series 5: Research files – Mapping Upper Canada, 1780-1867 (continued)
Oversized material relating to ‘Sections: General – West’ has been relocated as listed:
Removed from

To

B1998-0013/005(13)
B1998-0013/005(14)
B1998-0013/005(15)
B1998-0013/005(16)
B1998-0013/005(17)
B1998-0013/005(19)
B1998-0013/006(02)
B1998-0013/006(03)

B1998-0013/008(01) and (02)
B1998-0013/008(03) and (04)
B1998-0013/008(05)
B1998-0013/008(06)
B1998-0013/008(07) and (08)
B1998-0013/008(09)
B1998-0013/008(10)
B1998-0013/008(11) and (12)

Oversized material relating to towns and townships has been relocated as listed:
Removed from

To

B1998-0013/006(08) and (10) [Adolphustown to
Guelph]
B1998-0013/007(01) [Hanover to London]
B1998-0013/007(02) – (05) [Maitland to Streetsville]
B1998-0013/007(06) – (08) [Toronto]
B1998-0013/007(09) [Waterloo to York township]

B1998-0013/010(01) and (06)
B1998-0013/010(02) and (06)
B1998-0013/010(03) – (05)
to B1998-0013/010(06)
B1998-0013/010(06) and
B1998-0013/011(04)

Oversized material relating to Appendices A and C have been removed from B1998-0013/007(10)
and (11) to B1998-0013/011(05) and (06).
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Joan Winearls Fonds
Series 5: Research files – Mapping Upper Canada, 1780-1867 (continued)
The following container list is the cumulative one for this series:
B1998-0013

/003

(14) – (20)

1974-1992

/004

(01) – (02)

Annotated catalogue and lists of maps

/005

Includes sections `General’ to `Niagara’

/006

Includes sections `North’ to `West’, and towns and
townships Adlophustown – Hamilton

/007

(01) - (10),
(12) - (13)

Includes towns and townships Hanover to York and
appendices A, C and D

/008

Oversized material, ‘Sections: General – ‘West’

/009

198-; oversized maps

/010

Oversized maps, Adolphustown – York Township

/011

(01) – (09)

Oversized material, Toronto – York Township, Appendices A & C
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Joan Winearls Fonds
Series 6: Research files – Other projects
Textual, graphic, cartographic, sound recordings; 1991-2004, 1.33 m.
97 MB (255 digital files)
The principal research project in this series is described by Ms Winearls as “The mapping of
western North America in the 19th century with particular reference to the De Fonte fantasy and the
earlier ‘Sea of the West’ fantasy”. (The maps showed purported water routes between the west coast
and the Northwest Passage or the central North American plains.) This project was begun in the
early 1990s but not completed as planned and led to an article on one particular map, “Thomas
Jefferys Map of Canada and the mapping of the western part of North America, 1750-1768’, that
appeared in 1996. The second research project is on carto-bibliographic analysis and methodology
re 18th century printed maps of North America.1
The series begins with map bibliography & notes, consisting of preliminary bibliographic
entries for Mer de l’Ouest/Riviere Longue de l’Ouest, and an early draft of a bibliography of maps relating
to the De Fonte fantasy, followed by files of maps arranged by area: World, Arctic, Western
hemisphere, North America, and Canada. There are also source files with notes, correspondence,
and copies of documents, maps and other source material, covering De Fonte, early Canadian maps,
and archival sources in British Columbia, the United States and Europe. Much of the photocopied
material that has been retained is annotated. These files are followed by research notes and
correspondence on Northwest-De Fonte and biographical sources, and on related maps, along with
requests for microform and maps. Included are reproductive copies of maps and other copies.
The files for the research project on carto-bibliographic analysis and methodology re 18th
century printed maps of North America include sample entries, copies of maps and published
bibliographies and sources (largely annotated), along with bibliographical analyses and North
American maps sources for analysis. Some oversized maps are included.
The series ends with Ms Winearls’ research on book illustration in Canada for the History of
the Book in Canada project. Three volumes were planned under the general editorship of Patricia
Lockhart Fleming and Yvan Lamonde, and they appeared between 2004 and 2007. Ms Winearls’
contribution was to the first volume. The files contain correspondence, contracts, notes, and source
material. Drafts of the manuscript are in Series 8.
B2016-0009 contains research Ms Winearls did on Canadian bird artist J. Fenwick
Lansdowne from 2000-2013. Included are original photographs of the artist, interviews, notes,
compiled bibliography and exhibition list. There is also collected photocopies of ephemera relating
to the artist, reviews of his works and exhibition catalogues. Digital images complete the collection
with images of Lansdowne original art, limited edition prints, published art and other miscellaneous
works. Finally, Winearls collected copies of correspondence and contracts between Lansdowne and
his agent Bud Feheley (restricted to 2026).

1

The descriptive portion of this series is drawn largely from notes provided by Ms Winearls in a container list she provided to the
compiler of this inventory.
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B2007-0015 /001
/003

(11)
(12) and
(01)

B2007-0015 /003

(02) – (07)

/002

(08) – (12)

/002

(02) – (03)

/004

(01) – (03)

/004
/005
B2016-0009 /001
/002
/003
/004

‘The mapping of western North America…’
Map bibliography and notes;
‘The mapping of western North America…’
Sea of the West and De Fonte maps (by area)
‘The mapping of western North America…’
Sources: De Fonte, early Canadian maps, B.C.
archives; American and European
‘The mapping of western North America…’
Research notes and correspondence, etc.
‘The mapping of western North America…’
De Fonte -- large maps (some numbered
reproductive copies), 1700-1802

1992-1996

1991-1991992-1999

1980-[199-]
[199-]

(04) - (09)

‘Carto-bibliograhical analysis and
methodology…’
History of the Book in Canada project

(01) - (06)

History of the Book in Canada project

2002-2004

(05)

History of the Map Library at the University of
Toronto
Original Notes on artist J. F. Lansdowne
Collected photocopies re. Lansdowne

2009

Photocopied correspondence and contracts
between Lansdowne and Feheley [Restricted]

2002-2004

[ca. 195- 2008]
[1965-1986]

Digital Images organized into five folders: 255 images
2004 --Photos & paintings copied from Lansdowne's Collection
Lansdowne - Limited edition Prints
Lansdowne - Original Bird Art
Lansdowne - Published Art
Lansdowne—Miscellaneous, Photos, Advertisements, Ephemera
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Series 7: Manuscripts and publications
Textual, graphic, 1969-2004, 0.21 m.
Ms Winearls has published widely on maps and map librarianship, beginning in 1967. This
series consists of book reviews, articles, directories, exhibition catalogues, and chapters in books. A
file in this series may contain draft of a manuscript, along with notes, covering correspondence, and
reviews. The arrangement is chronological by date of publication.
Very few of Ms Winearls publications are missing from this series. The files relating to the
writing of her major bibliographic work, Mapping Upper Canada, 1780-1867, are in Series 9. Files
relating to Editing Early and Historical Atlases are found with the Conference on Editorial Problems
files in Series 4.
A poster advertising the book, Ontario’s History in Maps (1984), which contains a
Cartobibliographic essay by Ms Winearls, “Sources for early maps in Ontario,” has been removed
from B1998-0013/002(21) to /002(29).
For a listing of the contents of this series, see Appendix 1.
B1996-0021

/003

(04)

1969-1977

B1998-0013

/002

(14) - (24), (29)

1966-1996

B2007-0015

/005

(07) - (10)

1969-1995

/006

(01) – (11)

1996-2004

/002

(07)

Oversized material removed from /006(05)

Series 8: Manuscripts and publications: Mapping Upper Canada, 1780-1867
Textual, graphic, 1984-1995, 1.35 m.
By the time Mapping Upper Canada appeared in 1991, Ms Winearls had spent thousands of
hours compiling information, checking and rechecking it, and supervising the evolution of the
manuscript. This was a groundbreaking project, for it involved developing a standardized system of
describing the maps that was not based on the exact titles, which had been the normal practice
previously. It was also a project that saw the evolution of the manuscript from the traditional
handwritten format to a computer generated one. A complicating factor was that the index, with its
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Series 8: Manuscripts and publications: Mapping Upper Canada, 1780-1867 (continued)
‘names’, ‘subject’ and ‘titles’ divisions, had to be compiled separately.
This series begins with a publication proposal, a ‘work in progress’ file, and two files of
correspondence, notes and minutes relating to editing policies and to indexing problems. There is
also a folder of correspondence and notes relating to land registry records. These files are in B19960021/003(01) - (07). Further files on funding, correspondence with potential publishers, including
the University of Toronto Press, an appeal to public libraries for support, publicity, awards, reviews
and royalties, are in B1998-0013/002(25) - (28) and /003(01) - (13).
The remainder of the series consists of drafts of the manuscript. Not all the drafts – there
were many – have been retained. This series contains the earliest extant version for each section,
and subsequent versions where there is evidence of significant advancement in the evolution of the
text. Particular attention has been paid to keeping those versions that were annotated by Ms
Winearls. The standard arrangement is as follows. The first file(s) contain the earliest draft, usually
described as the “original draft”, in typescript, followed by the “first draft” which was computergenerated. In the final stages the manuscript was typeset.
B1996-0021, box 003 and the beginning of box 016 contain the earliest extant draft
(typescript) of Part I: `General’ (undated but 1986) and subsequent drafts – largely computergenerated – with notations and additions to May, 1989. The remainder of box 016 contains the
earliest drafts of `Part II: Regions’ (1985-1989).
The earliest drafts of ‘Part III: Towns’ (1988-1989) are continued in B1996-0021, boxes 016
and 017; the latter contains the first complete draft (September-October, 1989) of the whole text.
The appendices are located as follows:
Appendix A, ‘Township surveys’. Drafts and notes: B1998-0013/007(11) and 011(07);
Appendix B, ‘Registered sub-divisions and plans’. Handwritten notes:
B1996-0021/017(08) and (09);
Appendix C, ‘Nautical charts’. Notes and drafts: B1996-0021/017(11) - (12) and /018(01);
Appendix D, ‘Boundary surveys’. Notes and drafts: B1996-0021/018(02) – (03);
Appendix E is in B1996-0021/018, along with drafts of the ‘Introduction’, ‘Location
symbols’, ‘Abbreviations’, ‘Bibliography’, and the ‘final edit’ (July-August, 1990) of
the text before the typeset copy was produced. Drafts of ‘illustrations and captions’
are in B1998-0013/011(08).
The corrected typescript copy of the manuscript that was produced in various stages
throughout 1990 is in B1996-0021, box 019, along with a portion of the indexing text. The latter is
continued in box 004, file 03 and in box 020, and concludes with drafts of the `names’, `subject’, and
`title’ indices.
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Series 8: Manuscripts and publications: Mapping Upper Canada, 1780-1867 (continued)
Photographic copies of maps loaned by Ms Winearls to the University of Toronto Press for
inclusion in Mapping in Upper Canada have been removed from box B1998-0013/003(08) to
001P(04).
The container listing for the whole of this series is as follows:
B1996-0021 /003

(07) – (15)

Publication proposal – ‘General’: Draft, July 1988

n.d. – 1991

B1996-0021 /004

(03)

‘Appendix B’

1988

B1996-0021 /016

‘General’: 4th draft (1989) – Part III: Towns,
Harwicke – O

1987-1989

B1996-0021 /017

Part III: Towns, Pa – Th – Appendix C: Drafts

1988-1990

B1996-0021 /018

Appendix C: Drafts – Part III: Towns, final edit

1988-1990

B1996-0021 /019

‘General’: Corrected typeset copy – Indexing:
Part II, ‘General’: Huron – Ottawa

1990-1991

Indexing, Part II: ‘Regional’: Niagara; North

1988-1990
1984-1987
1984-1995
[1999-]

B1996-0021 /020
B1998-0013 /002

(25) – (28)

B1998-0013 /003

(01) – (13)

Publication proposal – Publisher’s appeal to
public libraries for support
Funding – Royalties

B1998-0013 /007

(11)

Appendix A (draft)

B1998-0013 /010

(02) – (06)

Oversized material removed from box /007

B1998-0013 /011

(05)
(06)
(07) – (08)

Oversized material removed from /007(10)
Oversized material removed from /007(12)

B1998-0013 /011
B1998-0013 /001P (04)

1989? - 1991
Photographic copies of maps

1991-1991
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Series 9: Addresses
Textual, 1973-2003, 0.10 m.
This series consists of addresses, with covering correspondence, delivered by Ms Winearls.
The first, to the Special Libraries Association meeting in March, 1973, was on the possibilities and
uses of maps in libraries. Other topics covered included library instruction in map libraries, the
library market for national geographical information, maps as a source for genealogical research.
Most of the remaining addresses are related to her ongoing research and compilation of her
book, Mapping Upper Canada, 1780-1867. The earliest of these was a paper delivered to the 11th
North American Print Conference in 1980. Her second address on this topic was to a meeting of
representatives of the Ontario Ministry of Consumer and Commercial Relations and the Archives of
Ontario on 15 January, 1988. She spoke about the work she had done on pre-Confederation maps
and plans in the land registry system of Upper Canada/Canada West. This meeting took place
during the debate over the proposed transfer of land registry records to the Archives of Ontario and
which of these ought to be preserved in their original form. Following the publication of the book
in 1991, Ms Winearls gave several more public lectures on her work. Given her previous work for
the exhibit “Art on the Wing” (see Series 4), in 2003 Winearls gave a talk on the subject to the
Toronto Field Naturalists.
B1996-0021 /003

(02) – (03)

1973-1988

B1998-0013 /002

(04) – (13)

1976-1995

B2007-0015 /006

(12) – (18)

1982-1998

B2016-0009 /001

(06)

2003

Series 10: Graphic
Photoprints, 1977-1996, 0.02
The photoprints are of Joan Winearls at work, at conferences, and receiving awards and
other honours.
B1996-0021 /001P (01)

Black-and-white photoprint of the members of the
Ontario Geographic Names Board. Joan Winearls in on
the right of the top row.

1977
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Appendix 1: Series 8: Publications
Accession

/box

B1998-0013 /002

(file)

Description

Date(s)

(14)
(15)

Book reviews
‘Map libraries in Canada’, Cartographica, 3, 2 (December
1966) 163, 165
With Yves Tessier. Directory of Canadian map
collections/Répertoire des collections de cartes
Canadiennes.[Toronto] Association of Canadian Map
Libraries, 1969
‘Federal electoral maps of Canada,’ Canadian Cartographer,
9, 1 (June 1972) 1-24
‘Some problems in the classification and cataloguing of
maps,’ in Roman Drazniowsky, Map Librarianship:
Readings. Metuchen, NJ: Scarecrow Press, 1975, 352-358
‘Recent literature of map librarianship,’ Bulletin,
Geography and Map Division, Special Libraries
Association, No. 101 (September 1975) 32-37, 48
‘Cartobibliography and map cataloguing in Canada,’
The 1976 AB Bookman’s Yearbook, Part One. Clifton, NJ:
AB Publications, Inc., 1977, 60-70
‘Map collections and map librarianship in Canada: review
and prospects,’ in H. Wallis and L. Zogner, ed., The map
librarian in the modern world: essays in honour of Walter W.
Ristow. Munich: K.G. Saur, 1979, 161-184. Notes, drafts
‘Map collections and map librarianship in Canada: review
and prospects,’ in H. Wallis and L. Zogner, ed., The map
librarian in the modern world: essays in honour of Walter W.
Ristow. Munich: K.G. Saur, 1979, 161-184
‘Progress in bibliographic theory and control for maps,’
in The Bibliographic Society of Canada. Colloquium III National
Library of Canada Ottawa, 19-21 October 1978. Toronto:
1979, 106-114
‘Thomas Devine’, Dictionary of Canadian Biography.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1984. XI, 256-257

1969-1997

B2007-0015 /004

(04)

B1998-0013 /002

(16)
(17)

B2007-0015 /004

(05)

B1998-0013 /002

(18)

B1996-0021 /003

(04)

B1998-0013 /002

(19)

(20)

(20a)

1966

1969
1972
1973
1975
1976

1969-1977

1977-1979

1979
1977-1983
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Appendix 1: Series 8: Publications (continued)
B1998-0013 /002

(21)

(22)

B1998-0013 /002

(23)

B2007-0015 /004

(06)
(07)

B1998-0013 /002

(24)

‘Sources for early maps in Ontario,’ in L. Gentilcore and
G. Head, Ontario’s History in maps. Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1984, 275-284
[poster removed to /002(29)]
Ganton, Isobel. ‘Mapping Toronto’s first century, 17871884,’ Rotunda. On exhibition of the same name cocurated with Joan Winearls at the Royal Ontario
Museum, January-March 1984
‘The printing and publishing of maps in Ontario before
Confederation,’ in Papers of the Bibliographic Society of
Canada, 31, 1 (Spring 1993) 57-79
The atlas as a book, 1490-1900. Guide to an exhibition in
the Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library, University of
Toronto, 18 October 1993 – 14 January 1994.
‘The Mitchell map,’ The Halcyon, 15 (June 1995) 9-10
[oversized material moved to /002(06)]
‘Thomas Jeffery’s Map of Canada and the mapping of the
western part of North America, 1750-1768,’ in Karen S.
Cook, ed. Images & Icons of the New World: essays on
American Cartography. London: The British Library, 1996

B2007-0015 /004

(08) - (11)

“Thomas Jeffery’s Map of Canada…’ Research files

/005

(01) - (05)

“Thomas Jeffery’s Map of Canada…’ Research files,
correspondence, drafts [oversized material moved from
/005(01) to /002(07)]

1979-1984

1983
1991-1992
1993
1994-1995

1995-1996

1993-1999
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